Wide Dynamic Range
Introduction

Wide Dynamic Range (WDR) – what is it and how does it apply to everyday surveillance scenarios? In this web article, we’re going to explain why dynamic range is a challenge and how it can be handled.
1. **What is Dynamic Range?**

Dynamic Range is the difference in light level between the darkest and the brightest spot in a given scene.

An overcast day with few shadows has a low dynamic range. No deep blacks and no extreme highlights. On a sunny day however, with really distinct shadows, there could be a big difference between the brightest and darkest areas, and this is called a wide dynamic range (WDR, also known as High Dynamic Range, or HDR.)

In nature, there are dynamic ranges that extend further than the camera or the human eye can perceive. An example is when you take a photo of a person in front of a bright window. The camera could either expose the person properly, rendering the scene through the window all blown out, or prioritize showing what's outside the window leaving the person underexposed and dark. The dynamic range between the person and the scene outside is wider than the camera can handle.
2. Dynamic Contrast

WDR (Wide Dynamic Range) is a technology where the camera's range is extended to cover a greater span between bright and dark areas in the image.

There are several ways to increase the dynamic range, and many solutions are used in combination to achieve the best result.

The simplest method is what we at Axis call Dynamic Contrast, a capability that is built-in in most of our cameras. By using Dynamic Contrast, the camera sensor captures an image with a higher bit depth, an internal property that translates to dynamic range, than what the camera ultimately can send out.

The camera then performs an advanced tone mapping, where some brightness levels are dropped to decrease the bit depth to a format that a computer screen can handle. In this tone mapping, both the darkest and the brightest parts are taken into account, resulting in more details on both ends.

There are two types of tone mapping. With Global Tone mapping, all pixels are handled in the same way, which means that the same levels are removed everywhere in the image. With Local Tone mapping, individual decisions are made for different regions in the image to decide which levels to remove. Local Tone mapping requires much more processor power, but gives a superior result.
3. **Dynamic Capture**

A totally different technology used to increase the range, is called Dynamic Capture.

Here, the camera takes several images in fast sequence with a different exposure level for each image. These pictures are then combined in a composite, where both the brightest and the darkest parts are kept.

This image has a much higher bit depth, higher than a computer screen can handle. Therefore, a tone mapping needs to be applied just as with Dynamic Contrast.

Shooting several images in the time span normally used for one image requires an extremely fast and sensitive sensor. The WDR output however is superior. This technology exists today in some Axis cameras.

4. **Summary**

If you have scenes with big differences between brightness and darkness, make sure to check that you have activated the WDR capability in your camera.

This capability can make huge difference. For demanding scenarios you might have to use a camera with advanced WDR capability, such as Dynamic Capture.
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